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COUNTY CUP COMPETITIONS 

Athletic go through on pens in HFA Senior Cup 
East Christchurch Athletic came out on top 5-4 

on penalties in the first round of the 

HAMPSHIRE FA JOHN WARD SUNDAY SENIOR 

CUP against unbeaten City of Portsmouth 

Sunday League leaders Wicor Mill at Grange 

Road with the tie having finished 3-3. The 

visitors opened the scoring in the early minutes 

but Jamie Morgan soon had Athletic on terms 

and he then struck again to put Athletic in 

front.    The tie swung Wicor Mills’ way with the award of two penalties either side of half 

time.   The first was blocked by Athletic ‘keeper Joe Coombs but the visitors netted the 

rebound while the second spot kick was clinically despatched.  Jayden Taylor equalised for 

Athletic with a brilliant strike midway through the second half and Wicor Mill, who were 

reduced to ten men for the last 20 minutes through injury, did well to hold out for penalties. 

 

Rhys leads the way in Sports’ Trophy triumph 
Rhys Evans led the way with a hat-trick when Bournemouth Sports gave NMO a 6-1 drubbing 

in the second round of the HAMPSHIRE SUNDAY TROPHY with Harry Stokes bagging a brace.  

Substitute Kevin Crabb was the other Sports marksman while NMO substitute Darryl Stevens 

scored their consolation goal. 

Ben Sullivan struck twice when Bournemouth Electric shaded it 3-2 against AFC Hill Head 

Red with substitute Danny King also on target while AFC Burton were 5-2 winners at 

Meonstoke thanks to Ollie Nicholls, Aaron Bradshaw, Lee Vint, Joe Duffy, and substitute Dan 

Brooks. 

Rushmere were twice in front with first half goals 

from new signing Sam Lanahan but it was not 

enough to save them from a 5-2 defeat against AFC 

Shirley after injuries took their toll, including their 

two goal debutant. 

Westover Bournemouth came back twice through 

Sam Beale and Ben Hands against Horton Hawks but 

were edged out 3-2 when the Southampton side 

produced a stoppage time winner. 



Leon is Rangers’ three goal hero in Vase victory 
Leon Collins nabbed a hat-trick in New Forest Rangers’ 5-1 victory over AFC Coberg Reserves 

in the second round of the HAMPSHIRE SUNDAY VASE with the other two goals coming from 

substitute Elliott Hemmings. 

 

Carpenter notches hat-trick for Woodville 
Super sub Liam Carpenter came on to notch a hat-trick when Woodville Wanderers enjoyed 

a 6-2 triumph over Westham in the first round of the DORSET SUNDAY CHALLENGE CUP 

with Rob Scadding, Jay Westron, and substitute Stewart Donovan adding one each. 

Charlie John grabbed a hat-trick with Ryan Musselwhite and Callum Goddard getting two 

each in Poole Wanderers’ 8-0 triumph over Upton Sociedad with the other goal coming from 

Tommy Beard. 

James Potterton netted for Longfleet but Wallisdown Wanderers eased them out 2-1 thanks 

to goals from Zac Nichols and Jordan Byfield. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

M.A. HART ROBBINS CUP 

Hodge brothers on target for Hajduk 
It was more FC Hodge-uk than FC Hajduk when the Division One high flyers scuppered 

Kraken Sports 6-2 in the third round of the M.A. HART ROBBINS CUP with all the goals 

coming courtesy of the Hodge brothers, Eddie, Henry, and Will.     Eddie Hodge tucked away 

a hat-trick and Henry Hodge bagged a brace, with the other goal coming from substitute Will 

Hodge.   Dom Panesar-Dower and Shane Barney were the Kraken scorers. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

M.A. HART BOURNEMOUTH LEAGUE 

Champions go nap thanks to Jamie Treble  

Reigning champions East Christchurch SSC join East 

Christchurch Athletic, FC Hadjuk, and Kraken Sports on 

six points at the top of DIVISION ONE after their 

convincing 5-0 victory over Bournemouth Manor thanks 

to Jamie Trimble’s hat-trick and further goals from Levi 

Ridealgh and Dan Hancock. 
 



Southbourne Athletic netted through Callum Watson (2), Brandon Hamerston, and an own 

goal in DIVISION FOUR but Boscombe Celtic just got the better of them 5-4 thanks to 

Constantin Palade, Dragos Dinica, and a Paul Iordache hat-trick. 

 

Nelson take over on top of Division Five 
Nelson Athletic take over on top of DIVISION FIVE after their 3-0 success against Knights 

through substitute Ben Shimmin and a couple of goals from Jordi Gentle. 

Hundred per cent Bournemouth Manor Reserves are just a point behind with a game in 

hand after blitzing Church Hill United 9-1.    Nasim Meddah and Aza Khider both plundered 

hat-tricks with Sami Mahkloufi, substitute Jordan Jones and an own goal completing their 

total.    Darren Chatten scored United’s consolation goal. 

 

The other League and Cup games were all postponed due to waterlogged pitches. 


